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Reviewer's report:

The case report manuscript submitted by Di Marco et al. represents an interesting discussion of a rather unusual clinical case they encountered. Their manuscript describes a patient with reported prior history of autoimmune hepatitis, though no corroborating data are included to confirm that diagnosis. More central to their presentation and discussion, they report that the woman has apparent TSC, with multi-organ features consistent with the diagnosis of TSC, and with reported prior genetic testing revealing a TSC1 mutation (corroborating genetic test data on this not supplied in the manuscript). They also describe features of mediastinal and hilar adenopathy on chest CT radiograph, as well as patchy skin involvement with an apparent dermatitis. The skin process was by report biopsied, with some of the features of the histology described, but with no supportive histological images provided in the manuscript.

The manuscript discussion of the patient's clinical circumstance and the test data raises a possible mechanistic link between sarcoidosis and TSC, the latter a disease for which there are substantial data directly linking mTORC1 dysfunction in disease pathogenesis. Di Marco et al. raise the possibility that sarcoidosis as well as TSC may be mediated in part by dysfunction or dysregulation of mTORC1, and reference a recent publication by Linke et al. in support of their pathogenetic speculation.

The manuscript provides very little data to directly support the intriguing pathogenesis speculation offered by the authors. In addition, clinical features suggesting sarcoidosis are not typically encountered in TSC or LAM, nor are features suggestive of TSC or LAM typically encountered in sarcoidosis. So while their report offers some rather intriguing and interesting speculation about possible shared cellular dysregulation pathways playing pathogenic roles in both sarcoidosis and TSC, establishing a clear link between these two diseases is not possible from the material included in the manuscript. The manuscript does function as an interesting alert to both clinicians and clinician-scientists that there may in fact be a mechanistic link, but establishing that link would require much work, and is clearly beyond the scope of this manuscript.
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